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wuxia: power players (2011) - the legend of these characters comes to life
in this fantastic film from the excellent five deadly venoms production

company. the story follows the fate of a legendary warrior named ran ran
who is seeking revenge against a man who has killed his family. master

han, the man in question, has stolen all of ran ran's gold but his ambitions
are not limited to the money. he wants to bring an end to the famous

kunlun mountain clan, an important ally of ran ran's. their main enemy is
the southern clan, led by the duke of fog. the film is directed by actor and

martial artist chang cheh (who also wrote the story) and features some top-
notch actors and martial artists including chen kun (the mandarin voice of
jet li), yu rongguang (the lead role of the duke of fog), and frank chow (the
lead role of the legendary warrior ran ran). the film is filled with some of
the most famous scenes in the wuxia genre and is a must-see for any fan
of the subgenre. the bitter melon tree (2006) - set in 1930s shanghai, this

is a wonderful adaptation of an original novel by the hong kong writer
wong wing-kit. the film follows a young man, liu ling, who runs away from
the city to escape the cruel and duplicitous life of the triad, but ends up

living with a group of rebels. he is mesmerised by a beautiful young
woman, and when he returns to shanghai, the triad learns of his

whereabouts. a tense situation is made even more dangerous by the
revelation that liu ling's older sister was once married to a triad leader. liu

ling and the rebels soon find themselves in a battle for survival and
eventually, they have to make a stand. this film is a mix of comedy,

drama, action, romance and suspense - and is a must-see for any fan of
hong kong cinema.
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a few plot holes are
unfortunately evident.
kuo chui is far more of
a bad guy than would
be expected, and its

suggested that he and
golden arm are close
friends despite having
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fought together on
numerous occasions.
kuo chui isnt happy

about his brother dying,
but doesnt seem to
take any pleasure in
seeing chiang sheng

get killed in his stead.
this is especially

strange considering
that he also has a

sister; why would he be
glad that shes married
and pregnant by the
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time he kills chiang
sheng? as mentioned

before, the scene
between chiang sheng

and shu pei sun is
weird. chiang sheng
comes on way too

strong and theres no
reason for him to think
shes interested in him.
this film is not for the
faint of heart, nor for
those who demand a
great deal of plot. but
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for those who like all-
out martial arts action

with something to think
about, this one is

definitely worth a look.
the action in the

original is more intense,
but the kid with the

golden arm is a much
deeper movie, with
things that affect

characters well into the
present. kuo chui and
golden arm do indeed
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have a history together,
and it is clear that their

relationship is
significant in the other

films. beyond that, well,
its simply a great action

movie. what was
originally a two-part

film is now a complete
story on its own. the

second half of the film
deals with the

aftermath of chiangs
death, and it is a darker
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affair. kuo chui is now a
high-ranking police

officer, and is in pursuit
of hai tao. not wanting
to suffer the same fate,
hai tao is forced into a

series of bizarre actions
and decisions that
affect him and his
family for years to
come. this story is

obviously much less
action-packed than the
rest of the films, but is
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just as exciting. its also
a great way for kuo

chui to use the
characters from the

other films, with golden
arms influence making
hai tao a bit more like

him. 5ec8ef588b
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